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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Esteban García del Valle Gómez has contributed to the dictionary with 12 meanings that we have approved and
collected in this small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the
project, do not hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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a llorar al valle
It's a phrase that means, when you don't care if with your comment you've hurt a person with your comment or what they
say or think.

abdolóm
This word does not exist and the closest thing is the word Absolom.  Absolom was a Belgian vocal trance group
composed by musicians Christophe Chantzis and Jimmy Goldschmitz, and vocalist Pascale Feront.  The group
disbanded in 2000. Christophe Chantzis currently cooperates with Ian Van Dahl, a project of the same musical genre but
with different style.

acesoria
The word aceosio, is not in the Dictionary of the Royal Academy of the Spanish Language.  The real word is advice.

bhc
The term bhc is an acronym used in the world of medicine, which means "full hematic biometric measurement". This
expression, also known as a blood count, is the one that indicates in the blood test reports the need for such tests to be
carried out on the patient concerned, in order to be determined the state of his health as regards leukocytes ,
euroocytes, eosinophils, basofilos, netrophiles, erythrocytes, lymphocytes and platelets, counting the percentage per
cubic centimeter of blood. There are two types of processes in the bhc, which are the red formula and the white series. 
A blood smear is performed at the first time and the second is counted of the leukocytes in the blood.

caracteristica del cambio de estado denomido de sublimacion
Sublimation is the process consisting of changing state from solid to gaseous state without going through the liquid
state.  The reverse process, that is, the direct passage from the gaseous state to the solid state, is called inverse
sublimation.  The classic examples of sublimation are established by dry ice, which consists of frozen carbon dioxide;
and iodine, with its purple crystals.

domadores
Plural of tamer .  Person who tames or tames animals.  Another meaning is : Circus artist who uses tamed beasts in his
numbers.

elegi
Choose.  Verbal form of the verb choose , transitive verb, which means , prefer a person, animal or thing among several.
 Designate a person by vote for a position or award.

maradonear
Speak in choppy and babbling form.

negar el pan y la sal
Expression that means an absolute contempt for one other person.  The origin is from ancient Rome, for it was sacred
custom to offer hospitality to those who visited their home, offering them a piece of bread and a pinch of salt. Therefore,
there could be no greater sign of contempt among the Romans than not offering another hospitality, that is to say "deny
him bread and salt".



porcelanizar
Transitive active verb .  It is a word, which has become disused and is defined as converting, making, transforming,
manufacturing or also giving the figure or appearance of porcelain, also applied to objects or elements that are made of
the same material

putiadero
or Place not intended for it where many couples are engaged in having sex.

terapia chromoson
It is a new therapy, without any scientific basis, to study and correct childhood anxiety and stress.


